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1. Introduction  

HTML represents information in a visual manner and as a result text disabilities such as 

visually impaired individuals and dyslexics are unable to access their content. Beyond 

doubt the vast majority of modern web applications neglect the special needs of disabled 

people. The acoustic representation of the web content contributes to the purpose of 

pervasive learning and offers great help to disabled individuals. Proposed application of 

this paper is based on VoiceXML in order to become accessible acoustically by a standard 

phone or by a computer. 

Almost all internet contents are constructed by HTML and the contents which internet user 

prefer are various and extensive. Manual contents conversion from HTML to VoiceXML for 

the general public needs so much costs and seems to be practically impossible. Therefore 

automatic or semiautomatic conversion is very necessary for practical acoustic service. 

The possible applications on the internet and intranet are as various as the contents 

contained on the internet and as the users who utilize the information. This variety increases 

the attempts of making an automated internet for its complexity of information and service. 

Especially, these attempts are very necessary for the web contents processor to decrease the 

cost of producing and managing web contents which is increasing rapidly, also to minimize 

the number of mistakes caused by human error. Including filling out forms, web automation 

should automatically operate the web activities, and it should also operate according to the 

plans or requirements. However, information on the internet often changes its contents, and 

even its structure. Because HTML describes more for visual expression than for the contents 

or structure, web pages are still unable to be interpreted perfectly by present technologies 

(Asakawa, 2000). 

VoiceXML is an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based language that aims to function 
as a tool for the development of interactive voice response applications. VoiceXML is 
designed for creating voice applications that feature synthesized speech, audio recognition 
of voice input or Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency input, recording of spoken input, 
reproduction of audio files, control of dialog flow, and telephony features, such as call 
transfer. In general terms VoiceXML attempts to constitute the audio equivalent of 
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Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (XHTML) for the voice web instead of the visual 
web. 

Before VoiceXML, VoxML which is one of the original types was published by Motorola, 
also Goose, et al was the first to convert HTML into VoxML. Goose, et al presented the 
study of Vox portal which makes it possible to access the web through a phone-line, also has 
4 layer structures such as client, agent, web server, database, which was added to the 
VoxML-Agent that can convert HTML to VoxML in the traditional 3 layer WWW structure. 
Concerning the VoxML-Agent, the interaction with a Vox portal was mainly mentioned, 
however, the core part which is the design of the conversion function was not mentioned 
(Goose et al., 2000). 

Building a vocal interface by interpreting HTML documents, which use mainly visual 
interface, is currently being studied (Mohan et al, 1999; Asakawa et al., 1998; Vankayala et 
al., 2006), also code conversion based on the grammar characteristics is being studied mainly 
with a tool to adjust and access the internet contents (Embley et al., 1999), code conversion 
based on the structure characteristics of HTML (Goble et al., 2001; Huang, 2000; Buttler, 
2001; Choi, 2001), Semantic code conversion(Hori et al., 2000; Krulwich, 1997), manually 
adding annotation code (Asakawa, 2000; Lieberman et al., 1999), code conversion used 
structure and format information (W3C, 2000), semi automatic code conversion using the 
interaction between structure model and computer (Li et al., 2004), however, these studies 
are not being generalized because the purpose of the study is to rearrange web pages and 
convert web objects for the easier voyage and understanding and only to solve a specific 
user group's needs. It is impossible for not only computer but also humans who know 
HTML well to guess visual layouts, and to separate each content perfectly just by reading 
HTML code. Therefore, it is necessary to limit the converting subject and intelligent 
methods of selecting, extracting and separating the subjects. The converter selects the 
contents, separates and extracts selected contents, and converts the extracted contents into a 
VoiceXML document according to the priory defined scenario. The core technology of the 
converter is to select, and extract the contents that the users want, regardless of the 
expression of HTML and to accurately separate the contents according to the statistical, 
grammatical, and structural characteristics of an HTML document and to increase the 
automatic rate of converting contents by one time access for the practical purpose. 
Regarding the separation of contents, Embley (1999,2006), Buttler (2001) and Choi (2001)  

suggested a method of separating multi contents that are arranged in a row with the similar 
contents like a bulletin board, according to the contents in the HTML document, that has 
multi contents, and also suggested Heuristic algorithms that can extract separation tags 
which is the standards of the separation by using the structural characteristics of an HTML 
document. For the limitation of the suggested Heuristic algorithm, Choi (2001) limited the 
subjects of the multi contents type to bulletin boards, lists and searching results. The limited 
subjects should be selected safely on the web page for the successful conversion. However, 
in the case of using the structural characteristics to select the contents, the contents can be 
selected differently according to the various expressions and changes of contents on a web 
page. The minimum child node that is used by Embly and Goose can't properly reflect the 
user's intention, also the minimum child node that is suggested by Choi and node selection 
methods which combines included characters and numbers can make different selections 
according to the number of nodes and the balance of included numbers of characters. 
Therefore, other methods are required to use the structural characteristics. In the semantic 
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approach, it suggests using ontology for this problem (Huang, 2000; Goble et al., 2001). The 
documents should be described on an XML base because it is based on the meaning, also it 
requires an RDF to interpret the ontology. However, it is very complicated to describe the 
ontology to select contents on the web page that we already know, and it requires another 
RDF and professional knowledge about the technical language and grammar, moreover, if it 
doesn't exactly match with the ontological specifications, it responds to the slight changes of 
the contents very sensitively (Goble et al., 2001). To reflect the user's intention, Krulwich 
(1997) used the method in which the agent records the interaction between the user and the 
web page so that, when the user connects to the web page again, the agent performs the 
same work that is selected by the user. However, this method is very difficult to implement, 
also it uses the HTML location defining language as the converted result during the 
automatic process. Lieberman of MIT suggested a way to make the agent recognize the 
characters through training (Lieberman et al., 1999). This method removed the 
professionalism that is necessary while manually entering the grammar and eliminating the 
possibility for mistakes by suggesting examples to the agent and by training the semantic 
character patterns which are in the unstructured web information. These studies concerning 
the selection of contents all have some advantages, however, they are not very convenient 
and strong because they might require unnecessary information to be defined by the users 
or provide unnecessary interface, also they are very complicated to implement.  

This study suggests; 1) the hybrid sequential contents group selection method that utilizes a 
variety of factors including structural characteristics, the users' prior knowledge, interaction 
with the agent, and character information to ensure the inclusiveness and definiteness of the 
contents based access methods to solve the problem of selecting contents accurately, and it 
also maintains advantages such as there is no need for professionalism and convenient 
character recognition and it covers the disadvantages. 2) the sequential recognition for 
documents based on schematics that provide documents interactively according to the user's 
prior knowledge regarding the relationship between the documents, which is to increase 
automation rate of the converter. 3) converting the entire structure of HTML to VoiceXML, 
which is applied the above suggested 1) and 2), according to the content separation which is 
the basic system and designated scenario. In Section 2, it is suggested the document type for 
conversion, in Section 3 and 4, it is suggested the contents selection method and recognition 
methods of sequential web documents and in Section 5, it is suggested the converting from 
HTML to VoiceXML agent structure which is combined the suggested methods, and 
constructing methods, also described the contents separation method. 

2. Selection by the convertible HTML document type and structural 
characteristics 

A web author tries to put a lot of information on one page by using various visual effects. 
This information is visually categorized and then is fragmented, For example, a web page in 
Fig. 1 has A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H fragments on one page. It is necessary to determine 
which fragment is the main information on this page and to separate the information 
according to the contents and then it should be converted to VoiceXML document (W3C, 
2000). 

In order to convert HTML to VoiceXML, first of all, the HTML contents should be separated 
into fragment units according to the contents, then a VoiceXML document should be created 
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for each fragment. However, HTML tags are difficult to separate into fragments because 
they only express how to visualize the information, and don't include any meaning as an 
XML tag.  

 

Fig. 1. Web page type. 

Therefore, it is assumed that the contents are visually categorized. The probability of this 

assumption was proved through the code verification of most web pages. For the detailed 

separation of the contents into fragments, the heuristic method was used, which statistically 

analyzed the structural characteristic of the tags. Therefore, the types that can be separated 

by using this method are limited, also the qualitatively similar types of contents are 

arranged in a row. The documents types that can be applied the conversion method of this 

study are bulletin board, list and search result. This type of HTML document has many 

features that are similar to child nodes when the documents are expressed in a tree 

structure, also the contents include many characters, which means the location of the 

contents can be found. The contents that can be converted to VoiceXML in Fig. 1 are the 

News(D), Calendar(E) and Blogs, ITunes U, Facebook(G). 

To analyze the structure of an HTML document, for the first step, it must be reorganized 
into a tree structure. The reason is because it is easier to analyze an HTML document in a 
tree structure. 

The minimum reformed sub tree method is designed as the selection method of the main 
content group by using the structural characteristics on the web page. The minimum sub 
tree means the smallest tree that includes contents of the whole tree structure. Before the 
contents are extracted, it first extracts the sub tree that includes the contents, and this sub 
tree corresponds to each fragment of Figure 1. The minimum sub tree is the tree that uses 
the nodes with the most child nodes as the path after finds out how many child nodes are in 
each node. Usually, in the web page where contents are arranged in a row, the possibility 
that the main contents are included in the sub tree that uses the node with the most child 
nodes as its path, is very high. However, if the numbers of child nodes becomes the main 
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concern of extracting the minimum sub tree, in the web page which has lots of menus, the 
minimum sub tree can be the sub tree that includes the menu.  

In this paper, it is suggested that the text size of the node with the most child node be used 
to extract the minimum sub tree. Meaning that first it is necessary be find the node with the 
most child nodes, then figure out the text size of each node and finally the minimum sub 
tree should be the sub tree that uses the node with the biggest text size as its path. In this 
method, we can avoid the mistake of designating the sub tree that has most child nodes with 
the small text size, like a menu, as its minimum sub tree.  

3. Selecting an interactive contents group based on contents 

When selecting a contents group through the structural interpretation of an HTML 
document, it is difficult to apply the user's intention with any kind of rule platform, and 
difficult to select multiple contents on one web page. Therefore, there must be a mechanism 
to select contents again by reflecting user's intention if the automatically selected contents by 
using the structural characteristics are not reflecting user's intention. The suggested method 
is the sequential selection method which provides the automatic selection and the user's 
multi selection according the frequency of use based on the interactive selection with users. 
It first applies the structural method to select the proper item, and if it is improper, then it 
can be selected suggesting examples through the character information and by checking the 
composed results on the web page.  

At this time, the suggested character row becomes the title of the documents that are created 

as the result of the conversion. Also if the wrong contents group is selected, it can be 

selected by designating numbers or numbers with logical calculus. In this paper, character 

rows included in a web page were used to train the agent. Web authors usually try to show 

the contents to users in a simple and effective way by using key words as characters or 

graphics. Therefore, in this method, it uses the author's expression ability and insight about 

the web page that is showed to the users, and copy key words are selected for the contents 

to transfer to an agent, also it designates a sub tree that includes the valid key words among 

the already written sub tree as the converting subject for the structural interpretation. 

However, it is unable to copy the characters of key words if they are expressed graphically, 

and this method can't be used if multiple contents or logically composed contents need to be 

selected. Contents composition looks like the wrong selection or a visually same contents 

group, however, it can be used very effectively on web documents that are made with a 

different structure. If there is a problem for selection from the character row, it can include 

the index number of contents, which are made according to the result of structure 

interpretation, on the original document, and can visually provide the composed web 

document to the user, also it can select the contents by transferring the index number to the 

agent according to user's judgments. Multiple selections is possible in this method, also it 

supports logical composition + operator which means combining is only used for the logical 

composition operator, however, it can be added by needs. 

Fig. 2 is an example of the valid implementation algorithm. In this method, the structure 
interpretation method as tree structure combined with the rule platform that uses the 
amounts of nodes and characters, also if the automatic selection is failed because it doesn't 
reflect user's intention: there are many web making methods that can have a similar visual 
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effect: it is impossible to use for all methods that can be used on HTML interpretation, so it 
utilizes a hybrid sequential method with a meaning based access that allows users to 
interactively select the interpreted results of the system.  

 

Fig. 2. Flow of the hybrid sequential contents group selection method. 

4. Sequential recognition of web document based on interactive schema 
utilizing the prior knowledge 

Generally, if there are many contents that have the same characteristics and structure, the 
contents should be made with several web documents and those web documents should be 
connected through the link because the amount of contents that can be expressed on one 
web page is limited. However, it is unable to determine which link is about the next 
document by only looking at the HTML code, so it is impossible to extract automatically at 
once. To solve the above problem, the entire contents can be extracted by interactively 
providing the user's prior knowledge regarding the link between the documents, and this 
information doesn't designate the tag path by analyzing the HTML code, but provides the 
link information like the link is located after how many links from the last contents so the 
URL for the next document can be extracted. At this time, the link between documents is 
usually located after the last contents, and the link that connects the next document can be 
divided into three categories; text, image and serial number, as seen in Fig 3.  

The prior knowledge information input scheme can be divided into 3 steps as seen in Fig. 4. 
In the first step, the link type for the next document is designated, and in the second step, 
the details such as link character, link location and serial number orders is designated 
according to the link type, and in the last step, the location of the last document is 
designated, like how many documents will be extracted. 
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Fig. 3. Linking type for the connected page and link location. 

 
 

 

Fig. 4. Prior Knowledge Information Input Schema. 

When the prior knowledge is provided, the URL for the next linked document can be 
extracted through the procedure in Fig. 5.  

The prior knowledge information input procedure for the HTML document structure is 

provided in a Windows Wizard style. The Prior knowledge information input wizard can be 

divided into 3 steps as the Prior knowledge information input schema. In the 1st step, the 

link type information should be entered, then, in the 2nd step, if the link type is text, enter 

the text information, if it is image, enter link location information, and if it is serial number, 

enter serial information. In the 3rd step, enter the final web document information which is 

needed to be extracted.  
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Fig. 5. Extracting URL Flow for the connected web documents. 

5. Design & implement HTML to VoiceXML conversion module 

The simplest way to change HTML into a markup document is to match the tags with 

similar roles with another markup language to the tags in the HTML. This method of 

conversion is usually applied when we convert an HTML document into a markup 

document for wireless internet. However, HTML tags don't provide any meaning but the 

visual expression of the contents, so it is difficult to convert and provide exact information 

by using 1:1 matching for each tag. In another method, we can reorganize the scenario by 

recording the web documents path and find the contents using that path so the information 

can be provided with the markup language. At this time, the web document path will be 

recorded as the absolute path that uses html or a body tag as its path in the tree structured 

HTML(Freire et al, 2001). The problem of this method is that it can cause unexpected results 

because the tags were deleted, modified, and inserted for the path. Embley, Butler and Choi 

suggested separating the multiple contents that are arranged into similar types such as 

bulletin board or searched results by using the documental structure, however, it is only 

about one web document, so we need to connect each web document to separate the 

sequential contents across several web documents.  

The HTML to VoiceXML Conversion Agent that is implemented in this paper can be 
divided into three procedures as seen in Fig. 6; Extracting list and creating VoiceXML 
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Fig. 6. HTMLtoVoiceXML Conversion Module Map. 
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document, Extracting details and creating VoiceXML document, and Extracting URL of the 
next connected web document. Extracting list and creating VoiceXML document procedure 
is extracting list contents from the list HTML document and then creating the VoiceXML 
document that is valid for the list scenario. The dotted line part is selected contents after the 
conversion in the tree structure in the first step, and it is implemented through the hybrid 
sequential contents selection algorithm that is suggested in this paper. In this step, the 
contents selection method which has faster processing speed and suggested in section 2, will 
be applied, also if it is not the contents wanted, it will be applied the method that is 
suggested in section 4. In the process of extracting details and creating a VoiceXML 
document, it extracts the details from the detail contents document about the list contents 
and creates it with VoiceXML documents which will be valid for the detailed contents 
scenario. In the process of extracting the URL from the next connected web document, if the 
contents are across several web documents, it extracts the list and creates the VoiceXML 
document after finding out the URL of the connected web page. It finds the URL of the 
connected web document through prior knowledge of the list HTML document structure, 
extracts the list, and creates the VoiceXML document to extract all the contents during a 
single connecting by transferring the value. This part has not been suggested in other 
existing studies, however, it extracts connected web documents by using the connection rule 
which determined by the connected web document recognition method, then transferring 
that information to the 1st step and continuing to perform the same procedure. The dotted 
line part which is the content selection block and the solid line part which is extracting URL 
block for the connected web page in Fig. 6 opposite with the data block that uses the fist 
interpretation result during the repeated connecting procedure, also it is connected 
continuously by the scheduler.  

First of all, the candidate tags for the separation of contents should be extracted in order to 
separate contents to each unit. The contents candidate tags should be the child nodes of the 
path nodes of the selected sub tree.  

If there is only one candidate tag for separating the contents, that candidate tag will be the 
boundary tag to separate the contents, however, if there are more than two candidate tags, 
then the valid tag should be selected as the separation tag. To extract a valid separation tag 
from several separation candidate tags, the heuristic algorithm was used, which is based on 
a few rules used when making HTML document. The heuristic that is used in this paper 
makes: standard deviations about the amounts of characters between candidate tags: 
repeating patterns of the tag pair which consistently shows on each contents: all path lists 
from candidate tag nodes to other temporary nodes then, counts how many times the partial 
paths that are appeared by the identified path happened and sibling tags that adjoin to sub 
tree happened, then, rearrange the sibling tags that categorize all tags in descending order 
and tags which are frequently used to separate contents in the ascending order, then finally 
use the identifiable path separator tag(IPS) for the candidate tags. Each heuristic is 
optimized for the special type of web page, but it is independent from other heuristic 
algorithms. Therefore, it is considered to combine each independent heuristic to increase the 
possibilities of extracting correct contents separation tags of web document.  

To decide on the best combination status for 5 heuristic algorithms, the Stanford Certainty 
Theory was used (Luger et al., 1997). There are a total of 16 ways to combine each heuristic 
algorithm, however, most the exact way was to extract the separation tags after combining 5 
heuristic algorithms.  
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When the contents are separated for each separation tag, the starting and ending points of 

the contents should be extracted. Meaning that it is necessary to first decide if the starting 

tag of the separation tag and the next starting tag of the separation tag should be the starting 

and ending point, or if the contents right before the separation tag and the starting tag of the 

right next separation tag should be the starting and ending point to separate contents. 

Separating procedure with the standard of the separator tag, which is suggested in this 

paper, is as following.  

 

1. Find the first child node N of the path node of the minimum sub tree 
2. repeat 
if (N == STYLE Tag or SCRIPT Tag or !(Annotation) Tag)  
or ( N == BR Tag and BR Tag != Separation Tag) 
or ( N == HR Tag and HR Tag != Separation Tag) 
or ( N == P Tag and P Tag != Separation Tag) 
then 
N := Next siblingnode 
continue /* Perform the if sentence again */
else 
End the repeat sentence 
end if
until end-of-Minimum sub tree 
3. if N == Separation tag then 
Contents := The contents between the starting tag of the first separation tag 
and the starting tag of the next separation tag 
else 
Contents := The contents between the starting tag of the first separation tag 
and the starting tag of the next separation tag 
end if

When the contents are separated with the standard of the separator tag, the invalid 
contents can be included. Therefore, the valid contents should be extracted from the 
separated contents. In each text of contents of the web page, there is an arrangement of 
regular types of numbers, dates and characters, so it is necessary to use these 
characteristics to extract the valid contents. The suggested method of extracting valid 
contents in this paper is as follows:  

 

1. repeat /* For all separated contents */ 
Text type of the separated contents should be divided into numbers, dates 
and characters to be saved at F arrangement 
until end-of-Separated contents 
2. Find the amounts of the same types from the saved information at F 
arrangement. 
3. Find the most types of information and extract the contents that have this 
type of information.  

 

The extracted contents through the extracting procedure shall be provided to the users 

through the vocal interface. Because users can understand only a limited amount of vocal 

information at once, compared to visual information, N vocal scenarios shall be created 

according to the amount of extracted contents.  
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In this paper, if the average characters of the extracted contents is less than 100, a vocal 
scenario with 4 contents will be created, and if it is more than 100, N scenarios will be 
created consisting of 2 contents in one vocal scenario.  

Each vocal scenario creates VoiceXML document according to the VoiceXML 1.0 format. The 
created VoiceXML document has the basic structure displayed in Fig. 7.  

 
 
 
 
 

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<vxml version="1.0"> 
<form> 
<field> 
List contents prompt 
Menu prompt 
<grammar>Vocal menu item</grammar> 
<filled> 
'If' sentence according to the menu 

selection 
</filled> 
</field> 
</form> 
</vxml> 

 
 

Fig. 7. Basic structure of the created VoiceXML document. 

6. Test & results 

To test the performance of the HTML to VoiceXML conversion agent that was implemented 
in this paper, board type, list type and search result type employment sites, newspaper sites 
and search engines with high access frequency were selected. The specific sites selected for 
test are listed in table 1, and the sites that were tested for all 3 types are listed in table 2. 

The test method is the same as the method in GIT, and the succeed rate of algorithm will be 
counted in two steps (Li et al., 2004). First, the suggested algorithm was applied to each web 
site page, the tag that with the highest score was found and the exact rate of the tag on that 
page was counted. Second, an average of all web sites was calculated to see the success rate 
of the heuristic algorithm and the combined algorithm.  

In the result of applying this method to 200 web pages, which are shown on table 1, the 

separation successful rate was 100% except for the pages that described the wrong HTML 

grammar. This was because most of the web sites consisted of tables, and in many case, it 

had only one separation candidate tag, so the heuristic algorithm was not needed.  

<vxml><vxml>

<grammar><grammar>

<field><field>

<form><form>

<filled><filled>
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Division Name of Web site Web site URL 

Employment 
(Board type) 

Incruit www.incruit.com 

Recruit www.recruit.co.kr 

Hellojob www.hellojob.com 

Jobex www.jobex.co.kr 

Devpia www.devpia.com 

Daily News 
(List type) 

DongA Daily www.donga.com 

JoongAng Daily www.joins.com 

Sports Today www.sportstoday.co.kr 

GoodNews www.kukminilbo.co.kr 

Hankyoreh www.hani.co.kr 

Search 
(Search results 

type) 

MSDN msdn.microsoft.com 

Paran www.paran.com 

Altavista www.altavista.co.kr 

Google www.google.com 

Naver www.naver.com 

Table 1. Test subject web sites. 

 

 
 

Name of Web site Web site URL 

Hankooki www.hankooki.com 

Hankook Ilbo www.hankooki.com/hankook.htm 

Daily Sports www.hankooki.com/dailysports.htm 

Seoul Economy www.hankooki.com/sed.htm 

Korea Times www.hankooki.com/sed.htm 

Table 2. Test subject web sites for success rate. 
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Heuristic Algorithm No. 1 2 3 4 

Separative Tag 0.85 0.1 0.15 0.0 

Repeating Pattern 0.65 0.0 0.15 0.0 

Partial Tag 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 

siblingTag 0.80 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Standard Deviation 0.70 0.2 0.1 0.0 

Combination Algorithm 0.99 0.02 0.01 0.0 

Table 3. The probability ranking of each algorithm and the success rate of the combined 
algorithm. 

Therefore, we tested the success of the separation tag extraction rate for the web sites that 
used various web page writing methods. In table 3, the probability ranking of each heuristic 
algorithm and the success rate of the combined heuristic algorithm is described for about 
200 web pages from the web sites suggested in table 2. The reason it had a higher succeed 
rate compared to the GIT combination algorithm success rate of 94%, is because the different 
types of web page were less than GIT. It is difficult to compared with the GIT case, because 
there is no information about the web page. However, the test results show that the 
implemented converter is very trustworthy for the regular table or the contents that links 
are arranged in a row, also when the combined heuristic algorithm was applied for the web 
page that used various methods, it showed a 99% success rate, so most of the web pages 
were convertible. In table 3, it shows the success rate when each heuristic algorithm is 
applied for the separation candidate tags of the web pages, and when each heuristic is 
combined.  

 

Web Site Name Prior Knowledge Type

Incruit Numbers, Image

Recruit Numbers, Image

Helljob Numbers, Image

Jobex Numbers, Text

Devpia Numbers

DongA Daily Image

JoongAng Daily Image

GoodNews Image

Hankyereh Numbers

MSDN Numbers

Paran Numbers

Altavista Numbers

Google Numbers, Text

Naver Numbers

Table 4. Prior Knowledge type of each Web Site. 
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The test regarding extracting web documents by using the prior knowledge was performed 
for the web sites in table 1. As we can see from Fig. 5, the most popular type among the 
types of prior knowledge for the connected web document was serial number type, and the 
next most popular types was mixed types like serial numbers and image. Also the success 
rate for using prior knowledge to extract web documents was 100%. 

7. Conclusion 

This chapter is regarding a conversion system using VoiceXML to provide the HTML 
contents vocally through a mobile terminal or phone for text disabilities. To decrease the 
cost and time needed to convert to VoiceXML, the HTML to VoiceXML conversion agent 
was designed and implemented that is capable of automatically converting HTML 
documents into VoiceXML documents. 

Because it is unable to figure out the meaning of the information on HTML documents, the 

convertible HTML document type is provided and a hybrid sequential contents selection 

method was suggested to solve the problem of the stiffness of using structural 

characteristics and that fail to reflect the user's intention and its effectiveness was proved. 

Also the contents were separated and extracted to be converted into VoiceXML documents 

according to the vocal scenario by analyzing the document structure. In addition, the same 

type of contents across several web documents was extracted at once through the prior 

knowledge regarding the web linking structure to create practical and effective vocal 

scenario.  

The function and performance of the developed converter were tested on about 400 Korean 

web pages. In the results, all of the web pages that applied HTML grammar correctly were 

able to be converted into VoiceXML documents. Therefore, it is determined the application 

is effective, practical and success rate. 

A few web pages that didn't follow exact HTML grammar, especially, if there was no ending 

tag for the starting tag, were not converted correctly, and to solve this problem, the HTML 

should be converted into XHTML documents that kept the XML format, and then converted 

into VoiceXML documents. The presently implemented converter is limited to the 

convertible HTML documents type because of the inherent problems, so a more 

intelligential method should be combined to expand the subjects of the conversion.  
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